
Are you a Holocaust educator? A human rights advocate? 
Do you teach for and about racial equity and social justice?

If so, we invite you to apply to TOLI's 10-day inquiry 
on teaching about the Holocaust and human rights 
at a time when increasing injustice across the United 
States reminds us that ‘Never Again’ begins in the 
classroom.
Our 2022 seminar offers an intensive focus on the 
Holocaust and its resonance for understanding agonized 
histories within the US, both past and present. 

• What happens when educators join in conversation to
examine the roots of intolerance? Of antisemitism and racism?

• How might our perspectives change? How would we enlarge
our understanding of ancient and contemporary hatreds?

• What actions might we be inspired to take in our classrooms
and our communities?

Seminar leaders: 

Dr. Sondra Perl, author of On Austrian Soil: Teaching Those 
I Was Taught to Hate 

Dr. Jennifer Lemberg, co-editor of Becoming a Holocaust 
Educator: Purposeful Pedagogy Through Inquiry

WITH PRESENTATIONS BY 
SCHOLARS AND TEACHER LEADERS 
IN THE TOLI NETWORK, INCLUDING:

Brenda Johnston 
on Blackfeet history and 
perspective 

Dr. Shanedra Nowell
on the Tulsa Race Massacre 

Lacy Watson
on remembrance, resilience, 
and resistance

Tracei Willis 
on racialized trauma 

AND FEATURING A KLEZMER 
PERFORMANCE 
by Rabbi Greg Wall 

New York City, July 5th – 16th, 2022

For detailed information visit www.tolinstitute.org
Apply here
Online applications are due February 26, 2022

The Olga Lengyel Institute for Holocaust Studies and Human Rights

Teaching in Troubled Times: 
An Interdisciplinary Inquiry into 
Teaching about the Holocaust and 
Human Rights

Dr. Michelle Sadrena 
Pledger on liberatory  
pedagogy

Participants receive:
Free housing at Columbia University / Round-trip airfare to NYC / $350 stipend 
and selected books / Membership in our network of talented educators

"What does your history mean to me? 
What does my history mean to you?"        

TESTIMONY FROM 
Dr. Irene Hasenberg Butter, 
Holocaust survivor

Together, we will ask:

-Angelika Bammer

https://www.toli.us/get-involved/summer-seminar-application/
https://www.toli.us/get-involved/summer-seminar-application/
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